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While I’m knocking at Teresa’s door I am entering a new tale that I have already written
myself. It is not that there is a story to tell or that there is a start. It is just that the core
complication somehow centers on Teresa. Also it is not Teresa’s fault. We tend to make
up stories of our lives, some of us. At the time I was madly in love and jealous of some
girl who of course did not deserve both. I was trying to recollect the dream but the bubble
already burst. The transit I was going through sent me (me, a wizard!) from fortuneteller
to misfortuneteller only to have me more confused than I originally was. Never trust a
woman, etc.

Never trust a woman with Venus square Neptune, I’d say. Yes they’re sweet and yes
orgasm comes mutually and in synch and heavy doses. And she loves at least a part of
you. The stand up part mostly. She may be sweet to her own girlfriend, too. She loves
those who hate her because she hates her. When she hates she it is best to he loves he.

I was talking to God the other evening, not protesting this time. Sort of old friend and
perhaps foe, the soul eater or something.  So you want to enjoy my troubles and let me
free if I retold it all in an exclusive report. The trick is to write for the heavenly spread
eagle while setting up a writer’s affair. In my case I am compelled to write to God (what
else is there to do?) while offering my own findings in retort of the soul. This is not like a
contract with those below. One needs no contract with the slave owner when the unholy
one already owns one’s mind.

“My mind, your install, my ownership”, that’s the way the unholy one reckons in its own
leasing right. Oh forget it! It is impossible to think of one’s own mind as not one’s own at
all. Let’s enjoy leasing and yes make it bloody.

I was saying to God oh square deal so I give you my experiences and you eventually
close an eye and grant freedom unto me ever after. No, this document is not a contract.
Since I might as well plan suicide (who knows?) there is not much to do at this time but
try and rebel while complying, in other words landing out information for the public God
to chew upon it. Why me? He knows it all by himself; after all it is his entire darn plan,
isn’t it? Such thoughts can drive one mad but fortunately one has always the choice of
assigning one’s thoughts to the unholy one.

So who is thinking this? Must be the unholy one. See the deal? Already in the Holy Bible
there was one. Apparently God and Satan were competing over a tortured soul and it was
God that did the dirty business in the process of negotiation.

Do not kill. But go to Jericho and slay all living creatures, cattle and sheep including.
That’s the way the mind works. And you are not supposed to accuse paradoxes, believer.



Meticulous massacre is part of the figure, I guess. The legend, the myth, the word of God
is “killall” like a freaking UNIX shell command! Got the joke, Trinity?
There was good old New Age with think positive and fate rewritten. So much clearing
that all ended up clinging safely to their worst karmas. A letter to God, ok? Dear Santa
please do protect me from what I write to you! As someone justly noted “There is no way
out of here.” Or perhaps there is but you won’t like it at all. Ever died before? Yes all that
karma shit happens but let you consider for a moment that since your thoughts are not at
all your own you could be wrong or otherwise the devil could be right! Since you are
hopefully wrong the devil cannot possibly be right. That looks like sound device. But is
it? Since these are my thoughts than the opposite can be true and ad infinitum. A nice
puzzle we have here. How do I write my own story if it is not I who writes it? Well may
all go to hell, I’ll write it anyway. I guess persistence pays off even in hell.

Hell is a reward to the unlucky mortal and lucky immortal as well. It is a definite place as
visited by Dante and Castaneda. It must be there. Being somewhere is already something.
Total annihilation is not something that any religion would propose as most certain issue.

It goes without saving that people don’t die at all. We have many proofs of it and very
few of the opposite. Oh yes, read it as an initiation. The conflict of opposites will leave
you mindless, eventually. The point is that when you eventually lose your mind, your true
mind emerges. Since you have no control of that mind at all, it cannot properly be called
your own. Your mind is a rare event. Babies used to have it. Now even babies are subject
to experiments and no one in his sound mind waits for age three to plug you into the
matrix for good. There are always ways to unplug, especially for a rock artist. In other
words it is healthy to be insane, much as suspected by criminals and pop artists as well.
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